TCR-1000
Enter a telephone number and get a recording
from months ago in a flash!
Recording automatically starts when a call is established
The call logging can carry on endlessly without your care
Analog/digital/mobile phone compatibility
System storage capacity based on the CF card you choose
Recordings can be downloaded to a PC
Search by date, time, or telephone number

Advantages and Benefits

All Records are downloadable to a PC and the
audio files are playable and editable by commonly

The MicroLog is the new generation single-line telephone
digital recorder. In addition to speech recording, it stamps
current date and time to the speech and can also tag
Caller ID or dialed phone number, if any.
The MicroLog embraces the power of the commonly
used CF card. It holds accurate records of the deals
thru your work or home phones, freeing you from hidden
deception or threat. All records are downloadable to a
PC whenever desired.
The MicroLog is plug-n-play. By the use of the illuminated
LCD display and a well-organized keypad, you can enter
date, time or telephone number and get the recordings
you are looking for; hence you can launch voice replay
immediately.
The MicroLog includes a built-in microphone, which
enables it be placed on the desktop for note taking

used PC software.
Pressing the "Instant Save" button puts the record
of your call in permanent archives; pressing the
"Instant Delete" button instantly abandons the
record.
Voice replay immediately starts when pressing the
one-touch "Speedy Replay" button after a call.
Crystal
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replay
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illuminated LCD display and well-organized keypad.
Search by date, time and telephone number.
Record the calls of analog phone, digital phone
(optional TA-200) mobile phone (optional adapter),
or use the in-door room speech function.
Up to you on this change.
Voice archives are password protected.

purposes. It also includes a mobile phone connection
interface, which makes mobile phone recording possible.

Specifications
Audio input interface : POTS, 2-wire analog audio

Major Features
Recording automatically starts when a call is
established.
System storage capacity relies on the size of the
CF card of your choice. Capacity can range from
several to hundreds of hours.
Archiving management capability, by which
recording can be endlessly conducted without your
care.

Audio output :

Built-in loudspeaker,

Record trigger :

On/off hook, VOX, manual

Storage media :

Compact Flash (32-512MB)

earphone jack, record-out

Voice storage :

16.5 - 264 hours maximum
(depending voice sampling bit-rate)

Power input :

DC 12V 1.0A

Size :

L 192mm x W 115mm x H 40mm

Operational temperature : 5-40 C
Operational humidity : 20-80%

Easily holds your records for weeks or months, call
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traffics and size of CF card are influential.

